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Every week, Cheat Sheet Entertainment staff selects the best three movies to be caught in the movies. Here are our top picks for this week. 1. Boulevard Our top pick this week is a bittersweet film for both its story and because of the actor who plays the lead role. Boulevard is one of Robin Williams' last
performances before he committed suicide last August after a long battle with depression. In the film, Williams plays Nolan Mack, a mild-life husband who lives a quiet life with his devoted wife Joy (Kathy Baker) in Nashville, Tennessee. But not everything in Nolan is good in life and marriage. Nolan is a
low-level gay man who suppressed his true feelings and identity from everyone around him. His carefully contrived life is soon disrupted after he articulatedly picking up a male prostitute named Leo (Roberto Aguire) while driving uncytilisedly around one night. Nolan's relationship with Leo brings his
reasers to the surface and forces him to reassess his life. As Nolan's friend Winston (Bob Odenkirk notes), it may never be too late to finally start living the life you really want. Boulevard is directed by Dito Montiel, who is perhaps best known for his first film, 2006's critically acclaimed Guide to Identifying
Your Saints. While Boulevard's ratings were more mixed than they were for Montiel's first film (46 percent approval rating from Rotten Tomatoes critics and 52 Metascore from Metacritic), most critics praised Williams' strong performance. The film is too easy to map, but Williams wears the film, wrote New
York Daily News film critic Joe Neumaier. It brings a palpably crazed desperation and a clear desire for inner peace. Similarly, Variety's Peter Debruge noted that the actor is so deeply and combustively remorseful, viewers should not have trouble connecting with what they lack in their own lives – whether
they are deplorable, sexual, professional or spiritual. Boulevard opens in limited release on Friday, July 10. 2. Minioni If you're looking for a lighter deal in the cinema this weekend, then the ridiculously unsymistic Minioni might be more in your street. In the introduction/reb.ation of the highly successful
Despicable Me franchise, the Minions play yellow creatures in pill form that later serve supervillain-turned-loving-father Felonious Gru. There's a kind of story involving Minione, the first female super-evil woman in the world, and a plot to steal the British royal crown, but does that really matter? If you love
cute cartoon creatures that talk about babbling and over-top slapstick, then you'll love minions. Stars include the voice talents of Sandra Bullock, Ion Hamm, Michael Keaton and more, the Minioni swarming in movieos across the country on Friday, July 10. 3. Just/less What would it be like if you could
change your body as if they were changing? In self/less, an elderly wealthy man dying of cancer named Damian (Ben Kingsley) undergoes a procedure that transfers his in a young body (Ryan Reynolds). At first, Damian eases the experience with the young body and all the benefits it brings. But things
start to get rid of things when Damian discovers that the mysterious organisation that facilitated the process lied about how the young body was acquired. While the premise of this film sounds fascinating, many critics felt that the story did not satisfactorily address many of the deeper philosophical
questions it asked. However, if you're looking for a slick sci-fi popsy flick to entertain you this weekend, Self/less may just be what the doctor has ordered. Self-deed opens hits theaters on Friday, July 10. All the film team, team and prize information courtesy of IMDb. Follow Nathanael on Twitter
@ArnoldEtan_WSCS Check out Entertainment Cheat Sheet on Facebook! More from Entertainment Cheat Sheet: July 5, 2017 12:04 pm ET Order Reprints Print article Pixabay As consumers increasingly get their entertainment fix from quality television shows offered by Netflix and others, it would be
wise to get an australian couch potato as well. A new report by Morgan Stanley analyst Benjamin Swinburne argues that big studios should seriously think about premium video-on-demand -- movies that would be available for digital viewing at the same time as (or soon after) appear in movies. Such early-
release movies could have put viewers at $30 to $50 for pop, compared with $5 to $7 that could be paid to watch the film months after its release. Premium video on demand is not a new concept and has experimented over the years, writes Swinburne. However, the level of desperation in Hollywood at
new high rates and a broader attempt to drive premium video on demand seems almost imminent. In a recent Morgan Stanley survey, about a quarter of respondents were definitely or probably interested in watching movies at home immediately after they came out to the movies. Swinburne notes that they
are usually the same people who often go to the movies, but according to his math, film studios would end up with more revenue, even if on-demand films couldnibalize ticket sales. The broad adoption of premium on-demand video could represent a shift in economic share from distributors to studios, he
writes, and could generate $2 billion more revenue for film studios come 2020. Potential beneficiaries include the studio's parents: Lionsgate, Time Warner, Viacom, 21st Century Fox, Disney and Comcast. Movie theaters or exhibitors wouldn't do so well: Cinemark and Regal would be affected if people at
home could watch the latest blockbuster. Screens on the couch will not be a simple remote click. It could take more time for that to happen in the studio. Exhibitors oppose these changes, and there are contractual agreements between studios and exhibitors that may need to be addressed for premium
video on demand to move forward, notes Swinburne. Big picture: one analyst film studios should consider domestic releases as a way to increase revenue. As consumers increasingly get their fun correction from quality television shows offered by Netflix and others, movie studios would be wise to make
attractive couch potatoes as well. An error occurred, please try again later. Thank you This article sent to Biopic is one that many actors see as their chance for an Oscar-worthy show. Jamie Foxx won best actor for his ray charles award. Joaquin Phoenix was nominated for best actor as Johnny Cash in
Walk the Line. Daniel Day Lewis took home the award for Lincoln, as did Eddie Redmayne for Stephen Hawking's performance in TheOry of Everything. In this decade alone, in more than 100 films and miniserial films, we have depicted our favorite heroes from history. But there are still many who have
been put out, who deserve to tell their story. 1st Teddy Roosevelt Who Should Star: Nick Offerman Imeh Akpanudosen/Getty Images Teddy Roosevelt may very well be the most lucrative figure in American history. Before becoming head of state, he became known as the leader of the Rough Horsemen
when the war with Spain was struck in 1898. During his presidency, he established a system of national parks as well as American imperialism, bending the phrase speak softly and bear a big stick. After the assassination attempt, he even survived a bullet to the chest, which proved to him that he was an
unsuaded devil, as history remembers him. After leaving work, at the age of 55, he has set out an unprecedented river of doubt in the Amazon jungles, and in the process he almost lost his life after suffering a brutal leg injury and contracted malaria (he demanded his client leave him behind to die so he
wouldn't slow them down; of course they refused). Needless to say, every movie that digs into Roosevelt's life has enough to draw from. 2. Nikola Tesla Who Should Star: David Bowie (again) Source: Touchstone Pictures The real father of electricity became something of an internet star after Matthew
Inman of the O's Dwarf, who raises enough money to save Tesla's old lab from being demolished in a strip mall (all you can read on his page along the way). Inman uses the money (a large sum don given by Elon Musk per The Ovseal) to build a museum in which the life of his hero hinges, for good
reason. Tesla's list of achievements is several miles long, as it invented alternation currents at a time when light was snowfall and the order of the day, discovered the resonant frequency of the earth, and was the first to record radio waves from space (peep Inman's entire comic book, which detailed
Inman's work here). David Bowie once appeared as Nikola Tesla in christopher nolan's prestige and did a phenomenal work that embodied all the weirdness and genius of the Serbian. This is just Yes Ziggy Stardust is repeating his role as a potential bioscope that would serve to further commemorate one
of the greatest inventors the world has ever known. 3. Napoleon Bonaparte Who Should Star: Emile Hirsch Christopher Polk/Getty Images Napoleon has been depicted in Hollywood on several occasions, but the silver screen hasn't been seen since 1955, making it time for a rebooted edition. Although
briefly, the former French emperor hit virtually all of Western Europe, which ruled his homeland for more than a decade. His degree of dominance over his continent has not been seen since roman times and has fallen only after a badly watered trip into the cold Russian winter. It's really a story with every
element Hollywood might want: a rapid rise to power, a tragic fall into exile and a tale of an iconic presence in the history books. Any player taking on the role should, of course, be the equivalent of the famous short emperor, who stood on all 150 cm. Emile Hirsch stands at 1.75 m, so he is the perfect
candidate to see Bonaparte in guaranteed thrilling rides. 4. Hannibal Barca Who Should Star: Jason Momoa Source: HBO Hannibal is widely regarded as one of the best military geniuses the world has ever seen as one man in history who almost grew the Roman Empire himself. As he marched his army
through Spain and across the Alps to Italy, he brought the Puna wars to the Roman doorstep, made his way through the Italian countryside and killed his most influential commanders in battle. Hannibal only saw defeat after 15 years of war in Italy. Having already played one of thrones in Game of Thrones
as Khal Drogo, Jason Momoa is perfectly suited to the role of the physical specimen that Hannibal was. Not to mention that he will see Momoo with an eye just the coolest thing on this side of his slate of Aquaman movies (Fun Fact: Hannibal lost sight in one eye after his march across the Alps thanks to
infection, as on NNMB). 5. Fleetwood Mac Who Should Star: Mae Whitman as Stevie Nicks Source: Netflix Imagine all the conflict in Johnny Cash's life, and multiply it by five members of the original Fleetwood Mac. It's a story bought with drugs, sex and rock and roll by any biopic musician, but Fleetwood
is really a conflicting band that's going to end it all. During production for Rumors, an album made by rock legends today, no one even spoke to each other thanks to the kind of who slept with who was doing what drugs problems. In this breakup, they created ballads that we still sing today. You can identify
Whitman as Ann Veal of Arrested Development and most recently as Amber Holt on NBC's Parenthood. You can also be aware that she is a dead ringer for Fleetwood's lead singer Stevie Nicks - we hope he knows how to sing. Carl Sagan Who Should Star: Adrien Brody Alberto Pizzoli/Getty Images
Stephen Hawking has just got his biopic, so logically follows that fellow scientist Carl Sagan is next on the list. Sagan's list of scientific achievements is endless because he was a pioneer in exploring extraterrestrial life and composing the first physical message we have ever sent to heaven and beyond.
Perhaps his greatest achievement brought the complexity of the universe to the next generation of scientists and engineers with his revolutionary show Cosmos. Since then, Neil Degrasse Tyson has restarted the show, and he's never forgotten the lead Sagan burned for all of us. Having already brought
home an Oscar for his performance in The Pianist, Brody has a monopoly on all the characters with a cracked nose, making him the perfect double for Sagan. More from Entertainment Cheat Sheet: List:
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